This research discusses the use of a class of heuristic optimization to obtain the weights in neural network model for time series prediction. In this case, Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) was chosen as the class of network architecture. The heuristic algorithm determined to obtain the weights in network was Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). It is a non-gradient optimization technique. This method was used for optimizing the connection weights of network. The lags used as the input were selected based on the strong relationship with the current. The eight architectures were conducted to improve the accuracy of the neural network model. In each architecture, we repeated the running thirty times to get the statistics of mean and variance. The comparison of the performance of various architectures based on the minimum MSE and the stability of the results is presented in this paper. The optimal number of neurons in hidden layer was determined by these criteria. The proposed procedure was applied in air pollution data, i.e. Solid Particulate Matter (SPM). The results showed that the proposed procedure gave promising results in terms of prediction accuracy. A few neurons in hidden layer are strongly recommended in choosing the optimal architecture.
Introduction
In recent years neural network modeling has been an interesting open problem and widely applied in many yields because of its good generalization performance. It has an activation function or a certain kind of nonlinear transfer function that allows for running various data analysis, including time series data analysis. The modeling algorithm also enables to select many kinds of optimization methods to get outputs that minimize error. The construction of the network architecture is also very flexible, so there are many opportunities for advanced investigation. Such flexibility includes the procedure of selecting input, determining the number of hidden units, choosing the activation function and the optimization method to be used to obtain the optimal weights. Various researches related to the procedure of modeling, selecting inputs, determining the number of hidden units and also the theoretical and convergence analysis have been developed. Furthermore, the question is whether the optimal weights obtained from a certain optimization method can reach the global optimum or only a local optimum.
Various optimization methods have been attempted to obtain the optimal weights in neural network. In many cases, a certain optimization method used oftentimes is incapable of getting the global optimum. The estimation results are often trapped in local optimum early [1] . Besides, it is also difficult to use iteration method to determine the initial values to get convergence. In conventional optimization methods i.e. gradient based methods, the results are often inconsistent. Hereafter, alternative methods to handle this problem have been rapidly developed, including genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, ant colony and particle swarm optimization (PSO). In a previous research, genetic algorithm has been successfully attempted for some typical time series data, taken the shine off from some gradient based methods [2] . However, the main problem of this algorithm is it requires high computational cost and much time to get stable results. In fact, particle swarm optimization requires no complicated evolutionary operators, fewer parameters to adjust, and it is easy to implement [3] . In this research, the use of particle swarm optimization to obtain the optimal weights in neural network modeling in time series prediction has been developed. Some previous researches have also used particle swarm optimization for neural network [4] [5] [6] [7] . Nonetheless, many of them used trial and error method for selecting the best architecture and conducted based on the values of only one experiment. In this research, a simple architecture was developed first. The incremental of neuron was added one by one until reaching the desired number. In each architecture, we repeated the running several times to get the statistics of mean and variance. The stability of the results served as the basis of choosing the best architecture, i.e. the optimal number of neurons in hidden layer. A comparative analysis was also carried out using different activation functions at the hidden layer. We compared logistic sigmoid and bipolar sigmoid as activation functions to get the optimal architecture. The proposed procedure was applied in predicting the concentration of air pollution, i.e. Solid Particulate Matter (SPM). Several previous studies have also applied neural network in predicting the concentration of air pollutions in various fields ( [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and [13] [14] [15] ).
Predicting air pollution data is important because environmental problem may be the most severe problem which greatly influences human health and ecosystems. Air quality evaluation is an important way to monitor and control air pollution [16] . The formation of air pollutants is a very complex and nonlinear phenomenon [17] . The impact of air pollution on health is very complex as there are different sources and their individual effects vary from one to another [18] . Air pollution degrades air quality and leads to several diseases, such as wheezing, eye irritation, bronchitis, and asthma. Premature death due to SPM is reported to be very high [19, 20] . In recent years, rapid headway has been made in the prediction of the concentration of air pollution. However, it is still challenging to accurately predict the concentration of air pollution due to complex influential factors. This way, it is important to obtain more effective methods to accurately predict the concentration of air pollutions.
Feed Forward Neural Network
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) or often abbreviated as NN, is a modeling algorithm inspired by biological neural network. Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) is the main class and the most popular neural network modelling. It uses back propagation algorithms for the learning process. FFNN is also often called Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) because its network architecture consists of several layers. In this network architecture, hidden layer(s) are added between the input layer and the output layer. FFNN is the most widely used neural model in many practical applications [21] . It consists of a (possibly large) number of simple neuron-like processing units, organized in layers. Each unit (also often called neuron or node) in hidden layer is connected with all the units in the input layer, and every unit in the output layer is connected with all the units in the hidden layer. These connections represent the strength of relationship between each unit.
The strength of the connections is explained as weights. Each connection may have a different weight based on the strength of the connection itself. The number of units in each layer determines the complexity of the network. More complex network requires more weights to be obtained. Determining the number of units in input layer and output layer depends on the task of a network. For example, in the case of classification problem, the input is determined first. It is determined by the knowledge of the practical applications. Likewise, in the case of time series modeling the input unit is the lagged variables selected according to the strength of relationship to the output. Meanwhile, the fundamental of univariate or multivariate analysis is used to determine the number of units in output layer. In this case, the application of FFNN for univariate time series modeling evolves. Therefore, the number of neurons in output layer is one and the output is
where f o is the activation function in output layer, and f is the activation function in output layer. If bias is added at the input layer and the activation function of each neuron at hidden layer is f h then equation (1) becomes
where w b is the weights from bias to neuron output and w b j is the weights from bias to hidden layer. In time series modeling, input is the past series for predicting the current value x t . Hence, if input is lagged values of 1 until p, or x t−1 , . . . , x t−p , equation (2) becomes:
Configuration of FFNN architecture for time series is as follows. The network consists of input neuron X t−1 until X t−p , one bias unit, one hidden layer containing n neuron and one output neuron is represented in Figure 1 . There are three stages of back propagation algorithm in neural network modeling, i.e. feed forward, error calculation and adjusting the weights. After the feed forward stage, calculating the network error is carried out by the differencing between output and target. Adjusting the weights is carried out by updating the weights using a certain optimization technique. The feed forward stage is then performed again by applying the new weights. This process continues until the stopping criteria are reached, either minimum error or maximum epochs. For example, if we have weights vector w, the length of p, and the objective e, then the updating process is carried out by the minimum of e as a goal. In this research, the weights updating is carried out by using particle swarm optimization algorithm. The main objective of PSO in Feed Forward Neural Network modeling is to get the best particle position from a group of particles which are either moving or trying to move towards the best solution [22] .
Particle Swarm Optimization
Swarm Intelligence is a scientific discipline of intelligent systems related to natural and artificial systems, which consists of many individuals or population who coordinate using the concept of decentralization control or social intelligence in groups and self-organized (personal intelligence or independently organized). Swarm Intelligence logic then inspires many researchers to develop algorithms based on animal intelligence, especially to overcome optimization problems. Various algorithms regarding collective behavior have been proposed to overcome optimization problems. Optimization problems lead to research to determine the minimum or maximum value of a function. One of the swarm intelligence algorithms is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). It is one of the optimization techniques in metaheuristic group. Particle Swarm Optimization is an optimization technique inspired by social behavior and movement dynamics in flocks of insects, birds and fish that form certain formations without colliding with each other. PSO is also well-known as population-based search method based on the behavior of elements in nature such as fish schooling and birds flocking [23] . It was originally proposed by James Kennedy and Russell Eberhart in 1995 for optimization of continuous nonlinear functions [24] [25] and also has been applied in machine learning [26] .
In PSO, the process starts with a randomly generated swarm of particles [27] . Each particle is then evaluated for its quality using the fitness function. Furthermore, the particle follows its leader which is affected by the best-position of each particle in the whole swarm. Each bird is described as a particle representing the solution to a problem that has a position and velocity. PSO has two main functions, namely velocity updates and position updates. The particles used to update the velocity and position will continue to accelerate near the position of the previous best particles, and the best globally until the minimum error conditions are reached. PSO starts by initializing a random set of particles as the solutions. PSO calculations are formulated as follows:
where ρ : inertia weight c 1 & c 2 : acceleration coefficients r 1 & r 2 : random value from continuous uniform distribution pBest t g,j : best position from particle i which is dimension j at iteration t gBest t g,j : global optimum from particle g which is dimension j at iteration t x t i,j : position of particle i which is dimension j at iteration t In the processing of updating the speed and position of the particles, inertia weights are always updated in each iteration. This weight update is referred to as Time Variant Inertia Weight (TVIW). The renewal of inertia weight is explained in the following equation:
where ρ : inertia weight ρ max : upper bound of ρ, commonly ρ max = 0.9. ρ min : lower bound of ρ, commonly ρ min = 0.4. t max : the number of maximum iterations t : current iteration Time Varying Acceleration Coefficients or TVAC, in this case are c 1 and c 2 , will strive to increase global search for optimization so that particles will move towards optimal global [18] . The values of c 1 and c 2 are usually equal to two, respectively, so the multiplication results of the c 1 × r 1 and c 2 × r 2 ensure that the particles will approach the target of about half the difference.
In this research, PSO optimization is done to provide the optimal FFNN weights so the prediction results can have a smaller error.
These parameters will be optimized using the PSO iteration then selected based on the smallest MSE. The initial position of the particle is randomly generated, while the initial velocity for all the particles is given a zero value because the position of the particle has no movement. Determining the fitness value at the initial position of the PSO particles is very important. This value is used in determining the best individual position (pBest) and the best global position (gBest). The fitness value used in this study was a function that minimized the value of Mean Square Error (MSE). Systematically, the stages of PSO algorithm for optimizing FFNN weights are as follows:
1. Determine the initial value including the number of particles, maximum iteration, acceleration coefficient and inertia weights of equation (6). 2. Determine the initial position and initial velocity of each particle randomly. Initial position includes all weights in the network. 3. Calculate the network output by using the weights in the initial position. 4. Calculate the fitness value of each particle and then choose the optimal fitness (the minimum MSE). 5. Choose the pBest (best position) based on the fitness value. The chosen pBest of each iteration becomes the gBest (best global). 6. Update velocity and particle position by using equation (4) These stages were carried out until the stopping criteria were met.
Application in SPM Data
The data used in this research were the monthly data of Solid Particulate Matter (SPM) in Semarang City, Central Java Indonesia from January 2008 to December 2017. The length of the data was 120 and divided into two parts, the first 100 data as training and the remaining 20 as testing. The input model was identified by using the correlation between the past series and the current. The significant values of the correlation became the lagged values as candidates of the input. From the identification, the lagged values of 1 and 2 were selected as input. The number of neurons in hidden layer was determined by choosing the simple one, and then incremental of neuron was added one by one until reaching the desired number. In this research, we began with one neuron and continued until eight neurons. In each architecture, we repeated the running thirty times to get the statistics of mean and variance. The stability of the results served as the basis of choosing the best architecture, i.e. the optimal number of nodes in hidden layer. In order to obtain better result and for comparison purpose, logistic sigmoid and bipolar sigmoid were tried as activation function in the hidden layer. The procedure was applied in air pollution data, i.e. Solid Particulate Matter (SPM).
In each experiment, the maximum number of iterations was 500, and the population size In each experiment, the pattern resulted after 500 iterations gave a similar result with the plot in Figure 2 . In the beginning of the iteration, the Best Cost was still very high, declined rapidly and after a few iterations the result reached a small value. After about 100 iterations, the result became stable. After 200 iterations, a more stable result was obtained until 500 iterations. This shows that 500 iterations are enough to reach the convergence and repeating with the same number of iterations is also reasonable. In each architecture, the repeating process was carried out 30 times. Statistics of mean and variance for the 30 results became the basis of choosing the best architecture. The experiment results are shown in Table 1 . The results of Table 1 show that the averages of MSE in all architectures were almost the same. The goodness result of the in-sample prediction in a certain architecture did not ensure the goodness in the out-sample prediction. This indicates that the use of various types of architecture is of no difference. However, if we pay attention to the variance, the significant difference of each result was more visible. The network architecture with small enough hidden unit gave the best result, in both in-sample and out-sample predictions. This was found at the network with two different activation functions. Therefore, the network architecture with one hidden unit was chosen as the best architecture. Figure 3 shows the final architecture. There are two neurons in the input layer, one bias, one neuron in hidden layer and one neuron in output layer. Totally, there are five interconnection weights in the network. The final weights obtained by PSO from input to hidden layer were (0.6385, 0.1138), from bias to hidden layer was 0.7830, from bias to output was -0.6583 and from hidden layer to output was 1.1948. The comparison of the in-sample prediction and the actual as in Figure 5 shows that the proposed method gave a good prediction result. It can be seen from the pattern of the prediction that followed the pattern of the actual. We can conclude that the prediction was closest to the actual and as a consequence, the error line was closest to zero. This result is similar with the results of a study by Xu and Pei [7] . A few big errors were found at the points which had extreme values compared with the one step before. A similar condition was also found at the out-sample prediction, especially for short time prediction. In NN-PSO for prediction model as in this research, the selection of network parameters affected the performance of the system. Adjustment of parameter can be done as well as to achieve better enhancement. This is in line with a study by [23] .
Conclusion
The procedure of choosing optimum architecture of neural network modeling with particle swarm optimization in time series prediction has been developed. Stability analysis of the prediction results is the basis of choosing the best one. Various network architectures have been built. The weights in each architecture are obtained by particle swarm optimization, and the process is repeated many times. Statistics of mean and variance of the MSE of training and testing are observed. The investigation is done by comparing the accuracy resulted by various architectures. The average shows only small error value occurs and the variance shows consistent estimation results. The results show that NN-PSO is applicable for predicting the SPM data. The comparison between PSO and other heuristic optimization techniques or the hybrid with the gradient based methods in optimizing NN can be done as the future works.
